why human-interpretable
models are a myth and
that’s totally okay
Or: How I stopped worrying and
started trusting Isaac Newton

Written by Jay Budzik
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Whether you fear or favor artificial intelligence, high-stakes credit decisions

such as who gets a car loan or mortgage are increasingly dependent on

predictive algorithmic models to make the right call. As humans, we deserve to

understand these models so we can trust them. Fortunately, machine learning

research has significantly advanced our understanding of how models make

decisions by applying rigorous mathematics under the umbrella term model

explainability. Others are going on about claiming the need for a separate

approach called model interpretability. They sound the same, but they’re not. 



Understanding how models work requires a firm grasp of their underlying

assumptions and a detailed analysis of what's happening. Zest has always

believed that all models should be transparent and we’ve built automated

software techniques to explain algorithmic credit models based on rigorous

mathematical analysis to answer questions about how models work.



However, we've noticed a worrying trend where financial technologists claim

that models should meet the standard of being "interpretable," meaning simple

enough that anyone can understand them just by looking at the equation. This

may sound like a common sense criterion but, when you unpack it, it turns out

to be a chimera used to exempt the authors from true transparency. 



Demanding that a model be human interpretable limits the number of variables

and the kinds of models that can be used. It also creates a false sense of

security in that analysts might think they understand their model but that

understanding turns out to be relatively shallow. The true and legitimate

approach, model explainability, places no such limits on the model.
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So, while we appreciate the work being done by model interpretability

researchers, their assertions beg all kinds of questions. For starters, what is the

standard for human interpretability? How simple must we make our models? Is

13 linear models with 20 variables (like FICO) too much? How complex can the

variables be? Is it permissible to combine several variables into rates or ratios?

How much accuracy should we be willing to give up to make models more

“interpretable”?



Let’s walk through a simple example that shows how challenging it can be to

understand even so-called interpretable models just by looking at their

equations. Rob goes to a lender and applies for a $15,000 personal loan to pay

off his credit card debt. The lender has to figure out how likely Rob is to default

on this new loan. To do that, the lender will use a model that looks at data

about Rob to compute a score that corresponds to the likelihood Rob will repay.

Let’s say we compute his score and Rob is denied. By law, the lender has to

provide him with a statement of the specific reasons for the denial.

"Just how do folks who advocate using 'interpretable'
models analyze them? I hope they aren’t attempting to
do the math in their head or just 'trusting their gut.'"
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Proponents of interpretable models say it should be easy to tell why Rob was

denied just by looking at the model equation. To do that, we would need to

compute Rob’s score, and then a bunch of approved people’s scores and then

answer the question: what caused the difference in score between Rob and the

approved people?



Proponents of interpretable models recommend limiting the number of

variables used in the model. This seems reasonable, but where should we draw

the line? Cognitive scientist George Miller in 1956 calculated the limit of human

short-term memory at around 7 items. So maybe our models should be limited

to 7 variables. That’s not a lot of data about Rob. We would like more than 7

variables to evaluate Rob but now we’d definitely need to let our analysts use

pencil and paper. 



Humans are pretty bad at math even using pencil and paper. So we probably

should limit ourselves to models that just do addition and multiplication (and

not subtraction and certainly not division). This is the kind of model most

proponents of interpretable models advocate. Our models would be in the form:

Here, f(x) represents Rob’s delinquency risk score, and it’s the sum of each

credit variable x, which gets multiplied by a coefficient B that determines

the relative importance of each of those data points. The higher the B the

more important that variable is. So far it’s pretty easy to interpret our model,

so things are looking good!
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That is, until you consider that some of the coefficients and variables are 30 or

40 decimal places long and some of the coefficients will be positive numbers

and some will be negative numbers. Once you acknowledge these

complexities, it’s harder to develop intuitions about the model results. 



We’re going to need to know, for example, how important each of the X

variables were to Rob’s denial, as in which ones moved him farthest from

getting approved. We can’t know this just looking at the model equation. To

know how much an input variable caused a difference in score, we need to

know that variable’s impact, or distribution, across the entire approved

population. You can have a variable with a huge coefficient, which might lead

one to believe it’s really important to the model just by looking at the equation,

but if it’s mostly constant across the population, it has limited impact on scores.

Or consider a variable like recent bankruptcies which is usually 0. Even if

bankruptcies had a big coefficient in the model equation, they would mostly

never change the score (because so few people have them in practice). So you

really do need more than just look at the model to tell much about a variable’s

importance, even if you have the model’s formula.
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Maybe if you could magically solve variable importance just by eyeballing an

underwriting model, you’re still dealing with a bigger problem: Credit models

aren’t in a simple additive form. They’re classification models trained to predict

the likelihood a given loan will be repaid. The modeling function needs to return

that likelihood as a number between 0 and 1. The theory underpinning modern

data science says that to estimate likelihood we should pass the value from our

additive model through a logistic function, generating the famous S-curve before

using its result. An applicant’s score now depends on their place on the curve.

The
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The logistic function is pretty hard to compute on a calculator, much less in your

head. Plus, it’s pretty hard to interpret. Think about computing the following

function, for a pair of inputs

-- and subtracting their values, just to observe the

difference in score between Rob and someone else. That e is Euler’s number,

raised to a negative sum. This function is now quite a bit more complex.
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Intuition and “eye-balling it” fly out the window once the scores are passed

through that S-curve. Even a small change in score between two applicants can

make a big difference if each borrower sits close on either side of the cut-off

line. Again, impossible to tell just from the model equation.



It gets worse. An approve/deny decision is almost always computed at a

percentile cut-off — which is based on a cumulative distribution function or

CDF. That CDF is yet another S-curve we have to determine and then compute

before we can even tell which variable or set of variables caused the score to

cross the decision threshold. For those of you keeping track, we’re already (at

least) 3 layers of functions deep, and we haven’t even considered what to do

about ratios and other compound features combined from multiple inputs!

"It’s not that controversial a position to advocate using
calculus and computers to understand how models
work. We weren’t the first ones to think of this."
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By now, you can see that so-called interpretable models aren’t that interpretable.

While some might try and convince you otherwise, when you sit down and

consider how the model is used, it gets quite a bit more complex than it seems. 



Given all that, there are three things that are true

Most off-the-shelf credit scores don’t qualify as interpretable. Even if they

were, good luck getting vendors to share their equations with you

Most custom underwriting models developed by credit bureaus or

statisticians don’t qualify as interpretable

More complicated models like adaptive explainable neural networks clearly

don’t qualify as interpretable. 



This all has me wondering, just how do folks who advocate using “interpretable”

models analyze them? I hope they aren’t attempting to do the math in their head

or just “trusting their gut.” 



We advocate something else -- using calculus and computers -- to understand

how models work, even simple models like the logit we looked at above. It’s not

that controversial a position, and we weren’t the first ones to think of this. Nobel

prize-winning economist Lloyd Shapley and his co-authors came up with it first.

Sundararajan applied Shapley’s methods first to neural networks, and then we

extended those methods to accommodate a more diverse set of models.
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For those who studied math, you understand that figuring out how to relate the

change in a function’s value to a change in inputs is easily solvable using high

school calculus. The math -- while hard to prove correct and difficult to

implement efficiently on a computer -- isn’t that hard to understand.



Let’s take a look at how modern-era contraptions like computers can answer that

same question we asked before: Why did the model decline Rob? Here’s what

affected his score most, according to Zest software’s ability to explain any credit

decision by looking at every variable’s distribution across the applicant pool.

#

Feature Name

Contribution to Rob’s Denial

1

Percentage of Credit Limit Utilized (Average over 6 months)

18.9%

2

Total Credit Limit (Average over 6 months)

17.2%

3

Count of Recent Delinquencies (6 months)

9.4%

4

Percentage of Months with any Delinquency (24 months)

5.9%

5

Average Delinquent Amount (24 months)

4.4%

6

Percentage Re

paid On Time (24 months)

2.2%

Explainability output: quantifying how important each feature was to the difference in score
for Rob -- who got denied -- and other people, who got approved.
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How did we do that? Calculus and computers. Good explainability methods can

quantify with mathematical certainty the importance of model variables on

average and in specific instances. In this case, the situation is clear: Rob got

denied because he carried too high of a balance on his credit cards, and he had

recent delinquencies. So I ask you, which helps you understand how the model

will work better, the explainability output or the equations? 



I don’t know why some companies -- even some very large ones -- take the

position that explaining a model’s outputs using rigorous math isn’t enough. If I

had to guess, I think it’s because they know their models are already very

complex -- and they need a way to make them seem simple. Plus, they have a

vested interest in keeping challenger ML models out of the lending business.



Interpretability is a false standard for algorithmic decison-making, and is an

especially phony limitation in credit underwriting. Borrowers deserve more

careful consideration than being forced to be assesed by so-called interpretable

models with only 7 or even 20 variables in them. Rigorous mathematical analysis,

consistently implemented by a computer -- the same kind of analysis Newton

used in 1687 to predict the motion of comets, and NASA used in 1969 to land on

the moon -- can be used to understand how a machine learning model generates

a score. 



We appreciate a healthy dose of skepticism, especially when it comes to high-

stakes business applications. But we think it’s time to “step into the future,” and

leave phony limitations behind. It really is OK to trust in the same mathematics

and computational methods we have been reliably using for decades in the

engineering and science disciplines, to explain our credit underwriting models.
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